We have chosen two known sequence "L48AS21" and "L60B36".
The results for L60B36 are reported in the main paper.
Here, we report results for L48AS21:
The base pair index is assigned from 1 to 48 from left to right respectively. Fig. S1 shows the instability phase diagram along the denaturation pathway. Fig. S2 shows the free-energy profile at different temperature, where the reduced free-energy is plotted against the number of open base pairs. AtT ≃ 1.600, Fig. S2 (a), the global minimum appears at the native state, implying that it is the most thermodynamically stable state. we also observe a few partial denaturation states separated by energy barriers, corresponding to meta-stable states. As the temperature is raised states change role between metastability and stability -e.g, state a becomes the most stable state in the temperature range 1.65 < ∼T < ∼ 2.15 -until at elevated temperatures the complete denaturation state becomes the most stable one. AtT ≃ 2.327 the whole profile is monotonously decreasing from native state to fully denaturation state (with no local minima in between), suggesting that the native state of the DNA is unstable against complete denaturation. Moreover, to complement the free-energy plots, we plot in Fig. S3 the Boltzmann state occupation probability at the same temperatures shown in Fig. S2 . We observe peaks corresponding to the local minima in Fig. S2 , as expected.
The schematic diagram of (DNA) L48AS21 configuration in the dominant partial denaturation state a is shown in Fig. S4 , where state a corresponds to broken 21 bp's, from 1 st to 21 th (termed previously as a bubble at end). We also show the melting profile in (from 1 st to 21 th ), whereas the second shoulder corresponds to fully denaturation (from 22 th to 48 th ). Similar results for the melting curve have been obtained in Ref. [51] [52] [53] (of the main text) and theoretically verified in Ref. [52] (of the main text), yet no result has been reported for the free-energy. 
II. DENATURATION OF HOMOSEQUENCE DNA
To ensure our model displays a physically sound behavior we show the denaturation/melting of the homosequence DNA. Fig. S6 shows the instability phase diagram for homosequence (dGdC) DNA. One can clearly see that the duplex (dGdC dsDNA) is unstable atT i (= 2.128), where all hydrogen bonds between the two strands simultaneously break. We finds that denaturation starts from both ends, as can be expected by symmetry. In Fig.2 (a)(in the main text) we show the melting profile for dGdC DNA for a range of strand lengths L between 5 and 1000. We can observe that the melting curve sharpens with increasing L, as generally expected for phase transitions in finite systems, and similar to the findings of Ref. [49] (in the main text). In Fig. S8(a-f) we show the free-energy profile for homosequence DNA at different temperatures. Note that no intermediate stable state exists between native and complete denaturation states -until at elevated temperatures the complete denaturation state becomes the most stable one. 
III. DENATURATION OF DIBLOCK DNA
In this section, we study diblock DNA where half of the strand is made by G-C base-pair whereas the other half is made by A-T base-pair. We show the melting profile and its derivative for different G-C fractions. Fig. S9 (a-k) shows the melting profile (black solid line) and its derivative (red solid line) for the same L but with different G-C fractions, going from 0% to 100%. The derivative of melting curve shows two peaks, signifying two transition temperatures, whose relative height changes with increasing G-C fraction, unlike the case of homosequence DNA where only one transition temperature is observed ( Fig. S9(a) and Fig. S9(k) ). The first peak corresponds to the melting of A-T block and the second peak corresponds to the melting of the G-C block. In Fig. S9(l) we show together the melting profiles for all G-C fractions (blue corresponds to 0% G-C and brown to 100%). It is seen thatT m increases with increase of G-C fraction, similar to the effect reported in Ref. [50] (in the main text). Moreover, the two transitions become sharper with increase of L, see Fig. S10 (a-d). Fig. S9 (a-k) shows melting profile (black solid line) and its derivative (black red line) for same L with different G-C concentration (from 0% -100%). To compare with experiments as well as with MELTISM programm, we have shown the melting temperature (T m ) and the ratio of T m of different dsDNA sequences( dsDNA sequences given above in section V) in Table S1 and S2. L234(59%G-C) and L516(44%G-C) are two random sequences of 234 bp ′ s and 516 bp ′ s, and we drew a single realization of the for each. These realizations are identical in length and G-C concentration to pBR322-234 and pBR322-516 studied in Ref. 5 (in main text), respectively, just that the experimental studies used deterministic sequences. By using the MELTISM software, the melting profile and its derivative for L234 (red line) and L516 (black line) is shown in Fig. S11 (a) and Fig. S11(b) , respectively. The ratio of melting temperature from our model, MELTISM, and experiment is given in Table S2 . Comparison with experiment is limited due to the difference between the systems studied. 
Sufficient minimal model for DNA denaturation: Integration of harmonic scalar elasticity and bond energies We study DNA denaturation by integrating elasticity -as described by the Gaussian network model -with bond binding energies, distinguishing between different base-pair and stacking energies. We use exact calculation, within the model, of the Helmholtz free-energy of any partial denaturation state, which implies that the entropy of all formed bubbles ("loops") is accounted for. Considering base-pair bond removal single events, the bond designated for opening is chosen by minimizing the free-energy difference for the process, over all remaining base-pair bonds. Despite of its great simplicity, for several known DNA sequences our results are in accord with available theoretical and experimental studies. Moreover, we report free-energy profiles along the denaturation pathway, which allow to detect stable or meta-stable partial denaturation states, composed of "bubbles", as local free-energy minima separated by barriers. Our approach allows to study very long DNA strands with commonly available computational power, as we demonstrate for a few random sequences in the range 200-800 base-pairs. For the latter we also elucidate the self-averaging property of the system. Implications for the well known breathing dynamics of DNA are elucidated. DNA carries the genetic information which is responsible for the development and functioning of all living organisms, and its transcription and replication involve the opening and closing of the double helix [1] . DNA is a highly dynamic molecule in which base pairs (bp's) fluctuate widely [2] . Besides the common thermal vibrations, bonded bp's can also locally disconnect and reconnect, a phenomenon termed "breathing" motion. Breathing fluctuations are an example of fluctuations in a quasi one-dimensional system [3] . They have been argued to control DNA protein binding, chemical reactivity, mutagenesis and cancerogenesis [4] . At a certain temperature, or at a high concentration of denaturating solvent such as formaldehyde, this local separation of the two strands extends over the entire molecule resulting in a complete separation of the two strands, a phenomenon known as denaturation or melting [5] .
Thermally induced DNA denaturation has been investigated by using several experimental techniques, including spectroscopic methods [6] , fluorescent energy transfer(FRET), and circular dichroism(CD) [7] , calorimetry [8] [9] [10] , and electrophoretic mobility assays [11, 12] , and theoretical models, which consist of phenomenological thermodynamic approaches and statistical mechanics models at various levels of approximation and coarse graining . It has been shown that homosequence DNA denatures quite abruptly within a very small temperature interval, whereas heterosequence DNA denatures via a few partial denaturation states [22, 38] , leading to a denaturation curve (plot of average number of open bp's against temperature) whose shape is highly sensitive to the sequence. The melting and its transition do not only depend on the fraction of strong G-C or A-T bonds, but are also sequence specific [39] . This phenomena has been recently suggested as an application for DNA sequencing [40] . However, the melting curve alone does not allow to pin-point the presence or absence of intermediate states. In addition, it does not provide information on the free-energy profile along the denaturation pathway at different temperatures. This is necessary for studying fluctuations between different partial denaturation states, whose kinetics is, in essence, the (above mentioned) DNA breathing motion. Such transitions can be studied by modern experimental techniques, e.g., fluorescence resonance energy transfer [7] and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy [41] .
In this Letter we develop an extremely computationally cheap method that allows to study DNA denaturation for long sequences and obtain the Helmholtz free-energy, and consequently the Boltzmann occupation probabilities, along the melting pathway at different temperatures. We use an approach that was recently developed to study protein unfolding [42, 43] and generalize it for DNA denaturation. The approach integrates elasticity, as described by the Gaussian network model (GNM), with bond binding energies. In our generalization for DNA, we assign different binding energies for different bp's (two energy parameters), and different stacking (binding) energies for different pairs of bp's (sixteen energy parameters), leading to total of eighteen energy parameters. Likewise, the GNM part is generalized to account for the corresponding eighteen spring constants whose values are taken proportional to the binding energies, and includes also the covalent (single strand "backbone" bonds) spring constant. dsDNA building blocks are single DNA strands, see Fig. 1 . Each strand consists of a string of nucleotides, each of which is mapped onto three interaction nodes: two backbone nodes, (i) one node for phosphate group (full circle), (ii) another node for sugar group (open circle), and (iii) a third node for the base (square), either adenine (A), thymine(T), cytosine(C), or guanine(G). A denaturation state of DNA is determined by the bonds that have been broken (or those that remain). At any given state, the elasticity is presented here by an elastic network of harmonic springs, the GNM, in which the spring constants are assigned as follows. Covalent bonds connect all backbone nodes, and the base nodes to their corresponding backbone nodes; all are assigned in this simplified model an identical spring constant γm, where m is dimensionless and γ a reference spring constant. Next consider the (non-covalent) bonds connecting nucleotides, representing nucleotide-nucleotide interactions, complementarity and stacking interactions. Complementarity interactions, associated with the formation of hydrogen bonds, induce the Watson-Crick pair formation, i.e. A-T and G-C. The A-T base pair is formed by two hydrogen bonds and is assigned a spring constant γa whereas G-C base pair is formed by three hydrogen bonds and assigned spring constant γb. Stacking interactions are between pairs of bp's and are responsible for their preference to lie on top of each other, spring constant γd ν , where d ν varies between the different, ν = 1, ..., 16, possible stacking arrangements of pairs of bp's. The values of a, b, and {d ν }, representing the relative spring constants, are assumed proportional to the binding energy ǫ of the corresponding bonds (see below). This corresponds to the basic assumption that there is a uniform bond cutoff (stretching) distance, x c , for all breakable bonds in the system such that ǫ = (1/2)γx 2 c for each bond. This leads to the relative values presented in Table S3 in the SI. Since the stacking interactions are presented by two springs connecting two base-pairs (see Fig. 1 ), each such spring is assigned half of the value of the total "spring" associated with this interaction (such that, e.g., a/d ν = 2(ǫ AT /ǫ ν ) and b/d ν = 2(ǫ GC /ǫ ν )). Note that we conveniently assigned for the weakest spring d 16 = 1, however, this choice has no affect on any of our results so long as all ratios of spring constants (i.
(1), and, as argued below, the value of γ does not affect denaturation properties. The value of m = 10 was chosen as the typical ratio of covalent to hydrogen bond spring constants.
We denoted by L the strand length, i.e. no. of bp's. The GNM Hamiltonian of a DNA having N = 6L nodes, either in the native state or at any intermediate denatu- ration state, can be written as
where i is node index, and the sum runs over all node pairs < ij >. Here u i are the displacement vectors in three-dimensional (3D) space, and {Γ ij } are elements of the connectivity (spring constant) matrix, and take the values
To describe the free-energy difference between each denaturation state we need also to assign binding energies to bonds. Covalent bond rupture is not relevant here thus no binding energy is assigned to it. Base-pair binding energies are presented by -ǫ AT and -ǫ GC for A-T and G-C, respectively, with ǫ AT , ǫ GC > 0, and stacking binding energies by −ǫ ν , ν = 1, ..., 16. Their values have been calculated using quantum chemistry methods [44, 45] . In our computational study we used ǫ AT = 7 kcal/mol, ǫ GC = 16.79 kcal/mol, and the values given in Table I for the stacking energies. We define for convenience the zero of energy scale to be at the native state.
Base-pair bonds will be allowed to break independently, however stacking bonds are not independent and only follow the base-pair bonds. We shall assume that stacking bond breakage occurs when at least one participating base-pair is broken [46] . Thus, two stacking bonds are broken when an internal base-pair breaks, whereas only one stacking bond is lost when an end base-pair breaks. Therefore, assigning a "Lattice-Gas" ("Ising") type variable to a base-pair bond, S ij = 0, 1 for a broken or formed bond, respectively, the Hamiltonian of the system at any partial denaturation state, where n 1 A-T bonds and n 2 G-C bonds have been already broken, is
where ǫ ijkℓ ≡ ǫ ν represents the corresponding stacking energy of the specific pair of bp's defined in Table I , and the sum runs over (nearest neighbor) base quartets. Note that n = n 1 + n 2 = <ij>,bp 1 − S ij is the total number of broken base-pair bonds, 0 ≤ n ≤ L.
For compactness we now transform Eq. (1) into a standard quadratic form
where u m 's are vectors of length N in node space. The elements of the matrix Λ are
In order to compute the Helmholtz free-energy F corresponding to the Hamiltonian Eq. (4), we first rewrite the GNM Hamiltonian associated with one of the axes m (m = x, y, z) in eigenmode space
where λ α is the eigenvalue corresponding to mode α of the matrix Λ, and A α is the amplitude of this mode.
Calculating the canonical partition function Z of a given intermediate state is a textbook exercise and is easily performed since it involves only Gaussian integrals [47] . This allows to obtain the Helmholtz free-energy of an intermediate denaturation state, F = −k B T ln Z, as the sum of bond binding energy and an elastic (GNM) freeenergy,
where N = 6L is the total number of nodes in the system, and λ B = (h 2 /(2πmk B T )) 1/2 is the De Broglie wavelength. Note that the last term, which involves γ, is independent of DNA base-pairing configuration and therefore cannot affect the denaturation sequence. It should be included only when calculating measurable thermodynamic properties such as specific heat, where it adds a temperature dependent term which is however independent of DNA base-pairing configuration.
The fourth term is essentially the relative configurational entropy contribution to the free-energy (i.e. −T S), and is specific to the network topology. As, basepair bonds, and their associated stacking bonds, break, eigenvalues decrease, implying increase of entropy, which drives the denaturation. Indeed, as local "bubbles" appear, each of the two strands can move freely within a bubble (subject to end constraints), implying an increase in entropy. We have omitted in Eq. (7) a temperature dependent constant (see Eq. (A11) in Ref. 43) since it is independent of network topology and so cannot affect the pathway of denaturation.
To obtain the thermodynamic equilibrium configuration of the DNA at a given temperature T , the freeenergy Eq. (7) has to be minimized over all possible 2 L network topologies, namely over all network topologies at any given n, n = 0, ..., L. Since this becomes a computationally formidable task for L >> 1 [48], we adopt a steepest-descent-like procedure that can be described as follows: (i) assume a particular (partially denatured) DNA and calculate the free-energy difference associated with a single base-pair break, for each of the remaining bp's in the network, (ii) choose the base-pair for which this free-energy difference is minimal, and break it together with the stacking bonds associated with this base-pair, and (iii) repeat steps (i)-(ii) for n = 0, ..., L. Using this procedure we consider only
− 1 partial denaturation states describing the most probable denaturation pathway [48] . Once the opening sequence of bp is found, it is possible to use Eq. (7) to plot the free-energy "landscape" along this pathway at various temperatures. At temperatures much below the melting temperature/s -while free-energy will increase with denaturation -this pathway represents the most probable denaturation pathway that can be achieved by thermal fluctuations. At temperatures much above the melting temperature/s, free-energy will descend along the pathway, and denaturation will occur as an instability (on the very same pathway). At intermediate temperatures, a rich free-energy profile may exist that may reveal partial denaturation states. From Eq. (7), we can compute the free-energy difference, at constant temperature T , between a network with n + 1 broken bp's and an n broken bp network, δF (n) = F (n + 1) − F (n). We obtain where ǫ * * is the energy difference between the (specific) n+1 unbonded base-pair network and the (specific) n unbonded base-pair network. Thus δF (n) = 0 defines the temperature for which associated bond becomes unstable against breakage, which will allow us to construct an instability phase diagram. We study a large variety of DNA sequences that have received much theoretical attention in the past decade, which is possible due to the great efficiency of our method, see the supporting information (SI) for a detailed description. Our results are in complete accord with available theoretical and experimental results [49, 50] . Moreover, we included in these studies long chains upto 1000 bp's, that have not been studied thus far. Importantly, for homo-sequences we observe that as the sequence length increases, the transition becomes sharper. This is exemplified by the melting (or denaturation) curve, see, e.g., Fig. 2 . This is the expected trend, as true phase transition can exist only for infinite systems, whereas for finite systems finite size effects exist. Likewise, for diblock sequences made of A-T and G-C blocks, there are two transitions whose sharpness increases with increasing length of each of the blocks (Fig.  S10 in the SI) .
Here we would first like to focus on one particular sequence of special interest. It is a heterogeneous DNA sequence, i.e. a sequence that contains both G-C and A-T bp's, L60B36 [51, 52] . The sequence of this strand is CCGCCAGCGGCGTTATTACATTTAATTCT-TAAGTATTATAAGTAATATGGCCGCTGCGCC, and we shall index the bp's from 1 to 60 from left to right; the (5 ′ )-end is on the left and the (3 ′ )-end is on the right. The specific sequence of denaturation pathway that we obtain is presented in the SI (File S111). For ease of presentation we define a reference temperature T 0 such that k B T 0 = ǫ 16 (see Table I ). Fig. 3 shows the instability phase diagram (see discussion after Eq. (8) In Fig. 4 we present the free-energy profile (i.e. 1D free-energy landscape) along the denaturation pathway at different (reduced) temperatures. The reduced freeenergy, F/k B T 0 , is plotted against the number of open base-pair bonds along the denaturation pathway. At T ≃ 1.700, Fig. 4(a) , the global minimum appears at the native state, implying that it is the most thermodynamically stable state. We also observe a few local minima separated by energy barriers, corresponding to meta-stable, partial denaturation, states. Some of these states, i.e. a, b, c and h, correspond to states observed in the instability phase diagram, Fig. 3 . As the temperature is raised, states change role between metastability and stability -e.g., state c is the most stable state at T = 1.9 (Fig. 4(b) ) and state h is most stable atT = 2.0 (Fig. 4(d) ) -until at elevated temperatures the complete denaturation state becomes the most stable one.
In Fig. 5 we demonstrate schematically the DNA configuration in the dominant partial denaturation states bp's, from the 13 th to 48 th (termed previously as a "bubble at middle", [51, 52] ), Fig. 5 .IV. Fig. 5 .V schematically depicts state h showing the unzipping (from the right) of bp's 13-60. We note that while state c has been theoretically predicted [52] (using other methods) and experimentally discovered [51] , other states were not mentioned. In particular, the existence state h, which is the most stable state in a quite wide temperature range (T ≃ 1.940 − 2.140 ), was not predicted thus far. In Fig. 6 we complement the free-energy plots by plotting the Boltzmann state occupation probability. We observe peaks corresponding to local minima in Fig. 4 , as ex-pected. Since at various temperatures we find free-energy levels of meta-stable states that are close to the global minimum, their population is found non-negligible. To end this analysis, we show in Fig. 7 the melting curve (calculated using the Boltzmann probabilities) and its derivative. Note the double shoulder/double peak in the curve/curve derivative. Surprisingly, this behavior was not found in previous studies [52] , where only one shoulder (one peak) was observed, despite of the prediction of state c. We suggest that the presence of state h, in addition to the high stability of state c, is the cause of this behavior. In the SI (Sec. I) we report results for another heterosequence, where a double shoulder is also observed in the denaturation curve, however, it is caused by a single dominant partial denaturation state, a "bubble at the end" [51] [52] [53] . To show that our model is suitable for studying long sequences, we have also implemented it on a few long random sequences. First, we considered two realizations of a long random sequence (800 base pairs), with 25% chance for each base in a single stand, resulting in 50% chance for A-T base pair and 50% chance for G-C pair; details of the specific sequences studied are shown in the SI (Files S222, S333). We note in passing that we may expect that the melting curve of long random sequences is "selfaveraging" [54] , such that no difference is expected in the melting profile of the "infinite system" when changing from one realization of the sequence to another. Figs. 8 and 9 present the melting curve and free-energy profile along the denaturation pathway at different (reduced) temperatures for the two sequences (realizations of the random sequence). Indeed, we see that the two melting curves are almost identical, and yield indistinguishable melting temperatures. The slight difference between the curves prior to the transition may be attributed to finite size effects. This overlap of the melting curve occurs despite the difference in free-energies shown in Fig. 9. Figs.  10 and 11 show, for one of the realizations (black melting curve and free-energies in Figs. 8 and 9 ) the state of base Second, we analyzed two long random sequences, with different G-C concentration, L516(44% G-C) and L234(59% G-C). Deterministic sequences of the same length and G-C concentration have been previously studied experimentally [5] , with information about the actual sequence missing. Yet, it is still of interest to study the equivalent random sequences. In Fig. 12 we show the melting curves and their derivatives for a single realization of each of the sequences. Note that higher G-C concentration leads to a higher melting temperature, as found for the deterministic sequences studied above and in the SI. However, here again we only find a single melting temperature, just as in the 800 bp 50% G-C sequence studied above. In the SI, Fig. S11 we present the resulting melting curves from MELTISM [55] for exactly the same realization we randomly drew, showing very similar results.
As mentioned, in all our comparisons with known experimental and state-of-the-art theoretical studies, we find the same denaturation pathways. It could be instructive to make also a quantitative comparison for the melting temperature. This is presented in the SI, Tables  S1 and S2, where quences calculated using our model to those obtained from the MELTISM software [55] and experiment [51, 56] . We find, in general quite good agreement, suggesting that the approximations involved in our model do not affect much the accuracy. To summarize, we have developed an extremely simplified off-lattice model for DNA denaturation that combines binding energies with elasticity. Here we reported on denaturation properties of two types of sequences. First, we studied special short sequences (L60B36 reported here, and L48AS21 reported in the SI) for which we found that even though the denaturation curves suggest a single intermediate state, our free-energy profiles unambiguously show that there are two such dominant states. Second, we considered two realizations of a long random sequence (800 bp) for which we demonstrated convergence of the two melting curves suggesting "selfaveraging" property of the system, as can be expected on general grounds. Evidently, since within the model the elastic canonical partition function of any partial denaturation state is calculated exactly, our theory includes the entropy of all formed bubbles ("loops"), which henceforth does not need direct evaluation, e.g., as in the PolandScheraga model [14] and its variations. Despite of its simplicity, and the fact that our model focuses only on the most probable denaturation pathway ("steepest descent" type approach), the model predictions are in accord with most previous studies of popular sequences, several of them are reported in the SI. There are two main theoret- Fig. 12(a) shows melting profile for two random sequence of L234 and L516 basepair with 59% G-C and 44% G-C. Fig.12(b) shows the derivative of the melting curves. Red and black lines correspond to the L234 dsDNA and L516 dsDNA sequences detailed in the SI, respectively.
ical advantages to our method over many other methods. First, it is enormously computationally cheap, since an analytic general expression for the free-energy is implemented (see Eq. (7). This allows to study significantly long DNA strands (e.g., the 800 random base-pair strand studied here), which is important both practically and for the study of the infinite chain limit. Second, it allows to readily compute the free-energy along the sequence of denaturation pathway at various temperatures. The latter enables to clearly detect partial denaturation states as local minima separated by barriers, or as peaks of Boltzmann occupation probabilities. Further use of our approach can be for: (i) description of DNA breathing motion as kinetic transitions on the free-energy landscape ("random walk") between partial denaturation states, and (ii) Rouse and Zimm dynamics of DNA ensemble at various temperatures. These we defer for future studies. We thank A. Srivastava and M. Feingold for useful dis-
